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Background:
About 80% of the antibiotics prescribed in England are from
primary care practices. The Quality Premium (QP) initiative
that offers financial rewards on the quality of specific health
services commissioned is one of the NHS England interven-
tions to reduce antimicrobial resistance through reduced
prescribing. Evaluations of the initiative suggest a reduction
in antibiotic prescribing in primary care. We investigated
whether the effect of this financial incentive on antibiotic
prescribing is explained by variations in practice characteristics
that can contribute to differences in antibiotic prescribing.
Methods:
We used monthly prescribing data for 6,600 practices in
England from NHS Digital for the year from April 2015 when
antibiotic improvement was included as a QP priority and the
preceding year. We fitted an initial linear generalised
estimating equations model examining the effect of the
incentive on antibiotic items/STAR-PU prescribed, adjusting
for seasonality and number of months since implementation.
We examined the consistency of the effect after the initial
model was adjusted for variations in workforce, prevalence of
co-morbidities (asthma, COPD, cancer, chronic kidney
disease, diabetes), and deprivation index.
Results:
Antibiotics prescribed in primary care practices in England
reduced by 0.20 items/STAR-PU (95% CI:0.19-0.21) after the
implementation of the initiative. This reduction flattened off in
the following months with a month-on-month increase of
0.013 items (95% CI:0.012-0.013). After adjusting for practice
characteristics, the immediate and month-on-month impacts
remained consistent with slight attenuation of the immediate
impact (0.18, 95% CI:0.17-0.18). Subgroup analyses showed
the effect of the initiative was significantly more among 20%
top prescribers.
Conclusions:
Variations in practice characteristics are not a major explana-
tion for the impact of the quality premium initiative on
antibiotic prescribing in primary care practices in England.
Key messages:
� Our findings on the targeted impact of a financial incentive

scheme to improve antibiotics prescribing on high pre-
scribers are important to policymakers and antibiotic
stewardship programs.
� Variations in practice characteristics are not a major

explanation for the impact of a financial incentive scheme
on antibiotics prescribing in primary care practices in
England.
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Background:
Healthcare associated Infections (HAIs) represent a significant
burden in terms of mortality, morbidity, length of stay and
costs for patients in intensive care units (ICU). Surveillance
systems are recommended to gather data in order to elaborate

and evaluate intervention to reduce HAIs risk. Here we
describe results of the multimodal surveillance system
implemented in the ICU of a large teaching hospital in
Rome from April 2016 to October 2018.
Methods:
The surveillance system integrated four different approaches: i)
active surveillance focused on inpatients; ii) environmental
microbiological surveillance; iii) surveillance focused on
isolated microorganisms; iv) behavioral surveillance of the
healthcare personnel. The system included the molecular
genotyping of bacterial isolates through the pulsed field gel
electrophoresis (PFGE). Moreover, an intervention to improve
personnel adherence to hand hygiene (HH) guidelines was
conducted.
Results:
Overall, 773 patients were included in the surveillance. The
global incidence rate of the device related HAIs was 14.1
(95%CI: 12.2-16.3) per 1000 patient day. Monthly device
related HAIs incidence rate showed a decreasing, from 26.9 per
1000 patient day in October 2016, to 4.9 in September 2018.
The most common bacterial isolate was K. pneumoniae
(20.7%), the 94.0% of which were multidrug-resistant. A
total of 305 environmental bacterial isolates were retrieved and
the most frequent was A. baumannii (27.2%), that was always
multidrug-resistant. Genotyping showed a limited number of
major PFGE patters in clinical and environmental isolates.
Behavioral compliance to HH guidelines improved after the
educational intervention.
Conclusions:
The data showed an overall slight decrease over time of the
adjusted risk HAIs rates. Through the integration of informa-
tion gathered from the four approaches, the application of this
model returns a precise and detailed view of the infectious risk
and of the microbial ecology of the ICU.
Key messages:
� Multimodal surveillance systems are effective to monitor

HAI incidence and to determine the infectious risk.
� Genotyping techniques allows to characterize and link the

clinical and environmental isolates.
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Background:
Incidence of Carbapenemase-Producing Enterobacteriaceae
(CPE) episodes within hospitals is rising at an alarming rate
and threaten health systems and patient safety worldwide.
Their number is growing in France since 2009 associated with
inter-regional dissemination and importation of international
cases. This study aimed at describing the dynamics of CPE
episodes in France over 2010-2016 and forecasting their
evolution for 2017-2020.
Methods:
Surveillance data of CPE episodes (imported and non-
imported) from August 2010 to November 2016 were issued
from the French national Healthcare-Associated Infections
Early Warning and Response System. Impact of seasonality on
the number of CPE episodes was analyzed using seasonal-to-
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